[3-dimensional organization of the nucleolus and the nucleolus-organizing regions in differentiated cells. I. Ring-shaped nucleoli in the endotheliocytes, smooth-muscle cells and fibroblasts in the mouse].
The method of ultra-thin serial sections was used to study the three-dimensional structure and to perform the quantitative analysis of ring-shaped nucleoli of kidney and liver endotheliocytes, smooth muscle cells of kidney arterioles and fibroblasts of mice. Spatial models of ring-shaped nucleoli with one fibrillar centre are given. For the quantitative analysis the following parameters were measured: the number and volumes of nucleoli, fibrillar centers, RNP-containing structures, the vacuolar system and the RNP-index (the latter is a ratio of RNP-part and fibrillar center volumes). Nucleoli of the same type of cells, occasionally in the same nucleus, were found to differ sharply in their fibrillar center shape. Differences in the mean volume values of nucleoli, fibrillar centers and the RNP-part between some cell populations are sufficiently well pronounced. Within the same population ring-shaped nucleoli have, as a rule, specific volume values of nucleoli, RNP and fibrillar centers. The comparison of quantitative data obtained on different cell types showed that the mean RNP-index values were the most stable parameter. The structural relation between fibrillar centers, intra- and perinucleolar chromatin and lacunar region is shown. The structural organization of intranucleolar chromatin and rRNA in the nucleolar body and in fibrillar centers is discussed.